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OVERVIEW

Operational Security
Management
Dynamic Services For Day-In,
Day-Out Protection

Delivering Transformation. Together.

Your organisation’s use of IT is dynamic, constantly changing to improve operations
and how you interact with suppliers, partners and customers. At the same time the
threat landscape is equally dynamic with unscrupulous individuals, both internally and
externally, constantly seeking to refine their methods of attack.
Consequently, your security strategy cannot stand still. Your organisation must be constantly adapting its policies,
practices and tools to encourage innovation while protecting against new threats.
Sopra Steria’s operational management services help you do this by augmenting your security team with the
appropriate day-to-day support, knowledge and resources it needs to maintain the highest levels of protection.

Our service approach
Our offerings provide end-to-end cyber security capabilities

Prevention
Detection

Security Consultancy and Audit
services that build a strategy in line
with business risks and vulnerabilities

Cyber Monitoring services that
detect and manage threats in real
time

Protection

Operational Management services
that protect the day to day running
of a business

Flexible packages
At Sopra Steria we offer a comprehensive range of
services that cover all aspects of security. We know that
not every organisation is the same. So we’ve designed
our services so they can be tailored to your specific
requirements.
Perhaps you want to plug a knowledge gap or need
someone to continually review policies. Maybe you need
regular risk assessments or audits carried out. Perhaps
you need help with managing incidents. Whatever your
requirements, we can put together a flexible package
for you.
Once we’ve designed a package for you it’s not set in
stone either. At any time it can be adapted to meet new
requirements, for example the temporary or permanent
loss of a key person or the addition of new applications
or compliance obligations.

A single point of contact
We’ll also assign an experienced security account
manager to you – on-site if required. Their role
is to provide you with the best possible security
environment by managing all the information and
resources related to the services we provide, both
within and outside your organisation.
Our security account managers are knowledgeable and
experienced in their own right. As well as managing our
services for you, they can also provide you with help and
advice about all aspects of developing and executing
your security strategy.
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Built-in best practices
Based on our experience and knowledge we’ve
industrialised and standardised the way we deliver our
solutions. As a result, you receive a higher quality; more
efficient service delivered using the very latest tools
and techniques. Governed to the highest standards,
our approach ensures compliance and provides total
transparency. Reporting is also standardised, to
provide, clear actionable insight.

OUR CUSTOMERS
Just some of the customers that use our
operational security management services
• Airbus
• Cleveland Police
• Gloucestershire County Council
• HM Government
• Ministry of Defence – LSRC

OUR OFFERINGS
• Security Awareness Training and
Communication
• Information Security Audits
• Supplier Security Audits
• Risk Management
• Physical Site Assessments and Audits
• Patching Compliance Management and
Reporting
• Information Security Management System
management in line with ISO27001
• Security Management Plan Development,
Updating and Maintenance
• Forensic Readiness Plans and Policy
Development
• Security Compliance Management
• Security Documentation Development and
Management

Access to trends
Sopra Steria provides services to some of the most
security conscious organisations across Europe, in both
the public and private sector. As a result, we have sight
of information, solutions and trends that simply would
not be available to individual organisations.
Using these insights we are continually learning,
increasing the breadth of our experiences and refining
our approach to deliver high quality services that
help you build better security solutions, policies and
processes for your organisation and, as a result, deliver
superior protection without stifling innovation.
With Sopra Steria operational management services
you can confidently outsource some or all of your
day-to-day security management to obtain access to
greater expertise, knowledge and best practice process
management. Our menu-driven approach provides you
with the flexibility to select and integrate the services
that meet your needs today, tomorrow and at any time
in the future.

• Service Management Advice and Support
• Management of Penetration Testing Activities
• Management of Vulnerability Assessments
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About Sopra Steria
Sopra Steria, European leader in digital transformation, provides one
of the most comprehensive portfolios of end to end service offerings in
the market: Consulting, Systems Integration, Software Development
and Business Process Services. Sopra Steria is trusted by leading
private and public organisations to deliver successful transformation
programmes that address their most complex and critical business
challenges. Combining high quality and performance services, addedvalue and innovation, Sopra Steria enables its clients to make the best
use of information technology.

To learn more about our services please:
Call: +44 (0)370 600 4466
Email: info.uk@soprasteria.com
Visit: www.soprasteria.co.uk/cybersecurity
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